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Should internal audit reports include unrated business improvement opportuni-
ties that are outside the risk rating process? And should they be monitored?
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Answer 
It has been common practice for each observation contained in an internal audit report to be rated and best 
practice is for the organisation enterprise risk management framework risk rating process to be used – often High / 
Moderate / Low.

In recent years, some internal audit reports have added a further observation category – business improvement 
opportunity. This category is generally unrated and applied when:

 › An observation might be out of scope of the audit topic.

 › Very minor but something that could be considered for implementation.

It is a valid question to ask whether the fact that an observation is outside scope means that it is not worth 
pursuing and whether, if an observation is very minor, it is worth making. It could be argued consistent with Internal 
Audit Standard 2600 ‘Communicating the Acceptance of Risks’ that:

 › If an observation and recommendation are cost-effective then they ought to be implemented.

 › If an observation relates to something outside the organisation’s risk appetite it should be addressed.

An example might be where an organisation has a fit-for-purpose policy, but there may be potential to simplify it. 
If the amendments are cost-effective, why not follow it up? If they are not cost-effective, why suggest them in the 
first place? There is no simple answer to this. Introducing an unrated category can remove a lot of administrative 
burden but it must be balanced against the requirements of Standard 2500 ‘Monitoring Progress’ – “The chief audit 
executive must establish and maintain a system to monitor the disposition of results communicated to management”.

Should internal audit reports contain business improvement opportunities when they may arise? This is a matter 
for each organisation, its audit committee and its internal audit function – there is no mandated process and much 
is left to the judgement of the Chief Audit Executive.

Should unrated business improvement opportunities be monitored? Some organisations have levels of follow-
up that vary with the observation risk rating. Some organisations only monitor Moderate / High risk rating 
observations, with Low rated observations not being monitored. In this scenario business improvement 
opportunities would not generally be monitored.
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